Let X(i), i = 1,2,.. ., n, be independent random variables with unknown distributions P for i < nO and Q for i > nO. We investigate confidence sets for the unknown changepoint 0 E (0, 1), which are based on randomization tests. In a simple parametric model for P and Q these tests are chosen to be Bayes-optimal in a certain sense. Then we imitate this method in a nonparametric framework. Asymptotic properties of the confidence sets are derived under weak conditions allowing that 0 tends to zero or one and P is getting closer to Q.
Introduction
For each n = 2,3,... let Xn = (Xn(l),Xn(2),...,Xn(n)) be a vector of n independent random variables with values in a measurable space X. Suppose that Xn(i) has distribution Pn for i < nOn and Qn otherwise, where Pn, Qn are unknown, different probability measures on X, and the changepoint On is an unknown number in )n := 1{/n, 2/n,..., (n -1)/n). The problem treated here is to find a confidence set for OnG
There is an extensive literature on this problem for models, where Pn and Qn are assumed to be in a specified parametric family of distributions. Siegmund (1988) gives a good overview and references to other related work. Much less is known about nonparametric confidence sets. One possible method, which uses bootstrap tests, is described in Diimbgen (1991) , but it relies on asymptotic theory. Alternatively we investigate parametric and nonparametric confidence sets that are both based on the classical method of randomization tests; see also Worsley (1986) and Siegmund (1986 Siegmund ( , 1988 : Let P be a class of distributions containing Pn and Qn.
For each r E on let SIT) = S(r)(Xn) be a sufficient statistic for the restricted model, where O9n = 7 and Pn, Qn E P. Then consider a version IP(r)(-fs) of L(XnlS(r) = S, On = T). 
There are two interesting special cases: Suppose first that in -tn = const $ 0.
Then dist(On, On) is of order Op(nw1), provided that ((n6n) A (n-n6n))/loglogn -oo ifI3=-1, ((n6n) A (n-nOn))/logn --oo if, >-1. An explicit formula for H is given by Siegmund (1988) . For our purposes one only needs to know that H is continuous.
If it, -v-6 $ 0 one can obtain a similar result for the process (Pin(6n + j/n))j=O14-2,.. Here the corresponding limit process (p*(j))i=oA1 2 has the form p(j)~H :
Hence Cn behaves similarly as the optimal shift equivariant confidence set C5 in Siegmund (1988) .
where IIH(r)X: (x( n)(1)),... ,Xn(II( )(n))).
As for the choice of Tn, let 11 -g be a seminorm on the space of finite signed measures on X, which can be a function of the random measure Sn(i). Then we
Dn (t) :=+n;-(Sn(t)-tSn (1)) for some fixed ,B > -1. 
Note that IIAtIln is random in general. But it can often be approximated by a nonrandom number. For instance it follows from Tshebyshev's inequality that V'3JAn(X)n-'Sn(l)(dx) = n + Op(1),
where
Here is a result about the limiting distribution of C,n for the particular seminorm 11 -IInD. The proof in section 4 could be extended to other seminorms; see also Diimbgen (1991) .
Theorem 2b: Suppose that Pn, Qn converge weakly to a common continuous distribution P on the real line and
Then the process (Pn(On + n 2r))rE [_-0] 
Proofs
One can prove the preceding results in a common framework: The quantities An, Pn, Vn, Qn, An as well as the random variables Sr,(t), Dn(t) are viewed as points in a normed linear space (B, 11 11). In the normal shift model B = R and 11 t Iln j= 11 ,11 I 1, whereas in the nonparametric model B is the space of bounded functions on ; and 11 -11 := 11 11. In order to distinguish between the cases = -1 and 3 > -1 we use superscripts (.)(=) and (.)(>) respectively for Tn and other related quantities.
Auxiliary results, I
In this part we regard 11 -Il and Dn(On) as fixed and write
so that Zn(Gn) = 0. The following quantities play a crucial role: Here is a crude but useful bound:
Proof of Proposition 1: One can write
The function p(., 8) is strictly increasing on (0,9] and strictly decreasing on [9, 1) with p(G, 9) = k(G)1/2. By the triangle inequality,
In particular, Wn(t) < 2Wn(On) + loglog(l/k(t))Ln < 2Wn(6n) + loglog(2n)Ln, and thus Tn(=) < k(t)-1 Un(dt) (log(2n))Ln exp(2Wn(6n)) = 0(log n)(log(2n))Ln exp(2Wn(6n)) .
On the other hand one can easily show that p(t, On)2 < 2k(6n)3/2, if On S 1/2 and t > k(On)1/2, or, if On > 1/2 and t < 1 -k(On)1/2. Consequently, T(> ) < |k(t)' log(l/k(t))Lo eXp(p(t, ofn)21||yn | 2) Un(t < Opfl) |k(t)(,1-1)/2 eXp(p(t7 t1n)2 ||Yly2)U(t
The 
Further, let
7-1 < k(t)-1k(t,9) < 1 and 7-1 < k(t)lk(9) < 77. Now let A > 1 and -Y, -yn > 0 be arbitrary fixed numbers such that yn -a oo. The set Orn is split into the two subsets Orn(A) and Orn \ On(A), where Or,(A) is the set of all t E On such that A-' < (t(l -n))/(On(l -t))<A Then (2) and (4) imply that
For Dn(t) -k(t, On)Yn equals Zn(t), and IIZn(t)II is not greater than (A -1)'/2k(On )1/2Mn((A -1)k(On)) for all t E On(A), by (4). Now the set On(A) itself is split into two subsets 0n(A,f)l and On(A) \ On (A,5) where en(A,5) is the set of all t E E<3(A) with It-OnI n 4IIYnI;2 On the one hand, Wn(t)-Wn(On) < -It-OnI)A1(1+2p(1))IIYnIl/2 Vt E En(A)\en(A,7n)* (7) For Wn(t) -Wn(On) is not greater than
for all t E en(A) \ En(A,7n), provided that En : ;I/2Nn(ynIiYnIIn2) < 1/2; the last displayed inequality is a consequence of (4). In particular, if n := A-(1 -2en -A2E2 )/2 > 0, then (l)). This establishes the first part of Proposition 2, and for the rest of this proof we assume that n' Y1L12 is bounded.
As for the approximation Tn, note first that On(3) C G$°) and On(0oo,5) C O(n(1 -4lWn(00Y1/2)-l whenever 0 < 5 < 2W(8n). This is a direct consequence of (4 The inequalities (5), (8) and (11) 
O<i<(log n-2)/ log 2 tEE)n.2i<t<i
O<i<(logn-2)/ log 2 1 rlogn Explicitly, in the normal shift model let B be a Brownian bridge, which is independent from Xn. Then Dn =z (k(t, n)An + B(t))tEen, and one may define
I(E(log2)
where Z(T)(t) := B(t) -k(r)-k(t,r)B(r). The validity of (12) In the normal shift model, (13) is obvious, while (14) can be easily derived from Lemma 1. For it is well-known that the Brownilan bridge B satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 1, and the process Z(T) can be represented as Z()(tT)) tE[0] = T1/ B ) I (z()(T + t(1 -r)) t[0,11 = (1 -r)1/2B (2) (15) with two independent Brownian bridges B(1) and B(2).
In the nonparametric model, (13) follows from a maximal inequality for empirical processes such as in Alexander (1984) ; see also Diimbgen (1991, Lemma 1) . (14) follows from Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 below. Just note that conditional on S$() the two processes (Z )(t))tEe t<r and (Z$T)(t))tEent>,. are independent and behave similarly as the processes (71/2Bn7r(t/r))teen:t<.r and ((1 -)1/2Bn-nT((t -7)/(1-T0)))n respectively, where B2, B3,... are defined as follows: Let x, = (Xn(l), v, n(n)) be a fixed point in Xn, let R := nI 6 (i) and let Hn be uniformly distributed on the set of all permutations of {l..., n}. Ln < 771 (17) for some 77i > 0 (by (14));
for some 72 > 0 (by Proposition 2); max lYnllj-lllYn(r)-k(r)lk(6r,6n)Yynl -0,
TEen(A) n(9 for any fixed A > 4 (by (4) and (6));
Wn(T) -Wn(6n) < -73 |r -OnI nYI!2 Vr E e)n(A) \ n)(A,774) (20) for some 13, 774 > 0 (by (7)).
Note that Cn is a subset of {T E En : qn(r) Tn}, where qn(r) stands for the quantile max{r E R : IP(Tn) > rjXn) > ae). According to (14) one may apply Proposition 1 to all processes Dn7), r E (n. Together with (2) this implies that 4n>)(r) < 715(k(r)( +1)/4exp(2Wn(r)) + exp(4k(r)1/2Wn(r))) 23 77 (k(r)(0+1)/4 1og(1/k(r))"1 + exp (4tqlk(r)1/2 log log(1/k(r)))) *exp(2p(-r, 6n) {lYnll') < 6exp(2p(Tr,Gn)2'IYnl) and ( )(Tr) < q7s(logn) . 776(log n)86 exp(2p(r, 6"I)2IIY lIz)
for some 7s, 776 > 0 and for all n > n, with a fixed integer ni. Together with (4) and (18) Further one may assume that
according to Proposition 2 and (10). It follows from (4) and (19) that k(7)/k(On) -+1 , Wn(7r)/Wn(Gn) -+ 1 and lyn 1(1in n 1 (23) u.i. r E On(An).
Consequently pn(r) can be written as lP(ep(-Wn(7))k(r)-'-'Wn(7-)Tn"). .~1 /21j-ly(7i)2_ 11M(r)(Qbn2) + aj6n2Yn)2_ 11/2 = O(l)Mn(7')(5/;2) + o(l) for all t E en with It--r < 162; see (23) . Together with (14) it follows that one may replace W,Tr(t) with 6nZ$T)(t) -6jit -rI/2 when checking (22). But one can deduce from (15) that for any fixed a > 0, (6bnZnr)(7 + 6;2r))rE[-, ]-I (Z(r))r-E[tcj,] u.i. Ee E)n(An), and (22) follows for the normal case.
As for the nonparametric model, note first that max II(nr)ylSn(r) -P V jj(n -nr)'(Sn(l) -Sn(r)) -f 0, (24) where 1 1 (1) This can be proved with the techniques of Billingsley (1968, chapter 4) Diumbgen (1992) .
